TYPO3 Core - Bug #42651

Information disclosure in adodb/

2012-11-02 19:32 - Georg Ringer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>Should have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignee:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target version:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPO3 Version:</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP Version:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Done:</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
<td>0.00 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start date:</td>
<td>2012-11-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Regression:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint Focus:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description

not fully tested but IMO it possible to select any data from any table within TYPO3\CMS\Adodb\View\CheckConnectionWizardView, just a be login needs to be needed


Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #54078: ext:adodb Remove obsolete diffs from doc/ Closed 2013-11-29

Associated revisions

Revision cfa410d5 - 2013-11-29 16:40 - Christian Kuhn

[TASK] ext:adodb Remove connection wizard

Extension adodb can be used together with TER extension "datasource". ext:adodb delivers a wizard and flexform code to connect to this third party extension. Last release of ext:datasource was in 2005, the extension in unmaintained and always had an experimental character. Since core extension functionality should not depend on third party code, the datasource related code of ext:adodb is fully removed with this patch in 6.2.

Change-Id: Ib7de137599d9bb55d6b9dd98667cbbe3dd70c986

Resolved: #42651
Releases: 6.2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25759
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Philipp Gampe
Tested-by: Philipp Gampe
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

2020-02-23
Revision 3a66a0e8 - 2013-11-29 17:01 - Christian Kuhn

[BUGFIX] ext:adodb Restrict connection wizard to admins

In the unlikely case ext:datasources is used, there is a potential information disclosure that content of this table is shown to non-admin backend users. This is better sanitized with the patch.

Change-Id: I748a0e05b57ac8c6d9c37cdd86fdbc093c380dea5
Resolves: #42651
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25763
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Revision a7dbbbf3 - 2013-11-29 17:01 - Christian Kuhn

[BUGFIX] ext:adodb Restrict connection wizard to admins

In the unlikely case ext:datasources is used, there is a potential information disclosure that content of this table is shown to non-admin backend users. This is better sanitized with the patch.

Change-Id: I748a0e05b57ac8c6d9c37cdd86fdbc093c380dea5
Resolves: #42651
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25761
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Revision 30e1f413 - 2013-11-29 17:01 - Christian Kuhn

[BUGFIX] ext:adodb Restrict connection wizard to admins

In the unlikely case ext:datasources is used, there is a potential information disclosure that content of this table is shown to non-admin backend users. This is better sanitized with the patch.

Change-Id: I748a0e05b57ac8c6d9c37cdd86fdbc093c380dea5
Resolves: #42651
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25761
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn
non-admin backend users. This is better sanitized with the patch.

Change-Id: i748a0e05b57ac8c6d9c37cdd8f6db093c380dea5
Resolves: #42651
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25762
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Revision 309e93ac - 2013-11-29 17:02 - Christian Kuhn
[BUGFIX] ext:adodb Restrict connection wizard to admins

In the unlikely case ext:datasources is used, there is a potential information disclosure that content of this table is shown to non-admin backend users. This is better sanitized with the patch.

Change-Id: i748a0e05b57ac8c6d9c37cdd8f6db093c380dea5
Resolves: #42651
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/25760
Reviewed-by: Franz G. Jahn
Tested-by: Franz G. Jahn
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee
Tested-by: Oliver Klee
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

History

#1 - 2013-11-29 13:25 - Christian Kuhn

scenario:
	ext:datasources must be installed, then some non-admin can "dump" the data of any row of this table via checkconnectionwiz.

it is not possible to dump an arbitrary table, and also this does not work if adodb or datasources is not installed.

#2 - 2013-11-29 13:37 - Christian Kuhn
Strategy:
Remove all this "connection" code that depends on ext:datasources in 6.2. For versions below, the script is sanitized a bit better with a "if not be_user
is admin -> die" or similar.

#3 - 2013-11-29 13:50 - Christian Kuhn
- Project changed from Core Security to TYPO3 Core
- Category deleted (T3-03: Information Disclosure)

Since the attack vector is very low, this issue is opened and goes through the regular review process now.

#4 - 2013-11-29 14:21 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25759

#5 - 2013-11-29 16:18 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25760

#6 - 2013-11-29 16:20 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25761

#7 - 2013-11-29 16:24 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25762

#8 - 2013-11-29 16:25 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25763

#9 - 2013-11-29 16:56 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_6-1 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25763

#10 - 2013-11-29 16:57 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_6-0 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25762

#11 - 2013-11-29 16:57 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_4-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25761

#12 - 2013-11-29 16:58 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_4-5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/25760
#13 - 2013-11-29 17:30 - Christian Kuhn
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 399e93ac50bba1d3db323cb21fc2f57f0d550b0b.

#14 - 2018-10-02 12:16 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed